On the Road

A Taste of History
The Smithsonian’s new exhibit on food and dining
opens this month. Here’s a sneak peek.

PHOTOS: MARK PETERSON/REDUX. FLOOR PLAN: Courtesy of the Smithsonian National Museum of American History.

Washington, D.C.

Julia Child is in the building—or more
specifically, a life-size acrylic cutout of Child—
all 6 feet 3 inches of her, plus heels. “Oh, look at
her!” squeals Smithsonian staffer Paula Johnson,
waving her arms in excitement. Johnson is doing
what she calls the curator’s happy dance: After two
years of researching, collecting artifacts, writing
placards and now installing displays, Johnson is
finally seeing her work come together as FOOD:
Transforming the American Table, 1950–2000, at the
Smithsonian National Museum of American History
in Washington, D.C.
Plans for the exhibit started two years ago, when
museum operators decided to renovate the west
end of the building housing Child’s kitchen. Rather
than move the kitchen temporarily, curators made
it the centerpiece of this new show about how
America’s food scene changed during Child’s years
as a chef (she died in 2004). They pulled together
more than 1,100 pieces for the exhibit, including the
first frozen margarita machine, a Weber grill from
the 1970s and Alice Waters’ copper bouillabaisse
cauldron. The exhibit opens on November 20, but
the Smithsonian gave Food Network Magazine a
behind-the-scenes preview.
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This pan is
almost 50
years old.

Vintage Bundt Pan

People constantly approach the Smithsonian
about donating objects. When the owners of
Nordic Ware were celebrating the company’s
60th anniversary in 2006, they called and
offered some of the first products they ever
made—like this Teflon-coated Bundt pan.

1960s
Potato Chips
“Miss El Chico” Dress

Curator Paula Johnson took us into the museum’s
textile conservation lab to see the authentic
Mexican dress that hostesses from El Chico, a
chain based in Dallas, wore at special events.
El Chico started in 1926 as a county fair tamale
stand and now has more than 75 locations; the
museum is using the restaurant’s story as an
example of the rise of Mexican food in the U.S.

America’s Favorite Kitchen

This is the second time Smithsonian
staffers have had to move and rebuild
Julia’s kitchen; the first was in 2001
when they transported it from her home
in Cambridge, MA, to Washington, D.C.
Setting it up with everything in the right
place is no easy feat: There are more
than 800 objects on display.
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This Pringles
can is part of a
section on snack
engineering.
The chips were
designed to have
a longer shelf life
than normal ones
so they could be
shipped and sold
nationwide.

On the Road

This machine
cranks out 60
dozen doughnuts
an hour!
Retro Doughnut Maker

Krispy Kreme started using this machine, called
the Ring-King Junior, in the 1950s to make
its legendary glazed doughnuts. At almost
300 pounds, it’s so heavy that the museum
had to use a forklift to get it into the exhibit in
September, before most of the other artifacts.

Emeril’s
Jacket

Emeril Lagasse
gave curators
two autographed
jackets for a
section of the
exhibit about
TV chefs.
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The exhibit opens
at the Smithsonian
National Museum of
American History on
November 20 (free; 1300
Constitution Ave. NW,
Washington, D.C.;
americanhistory
.si.edu).

Award-Winning Wines

In 1996, the Smithsonian reenacted the
Paris Tasting of 1976, when California wines
famously beat out French ones, and the
museum held on to the winning cabernet
sauvignon and chardonnay. The bottles are now
part of a display on American-made wines—
and they still have some vino in them!

Display-Case Placards

Curators started writing signs for the exhibit
about a year and a half ago. An essential part
of the process: a test run with paper versions of
everything taped to the walls. “We found some
errors and moved a lot of things around after
that,” Johnson says.
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